The Scientific Basis of Surgery edited by W T Irvine pp x+571 illustrated 120s London: J & A Churchill 1965 There is no doubt that the striking progress which has been made in surgery during the past twenty years has resulted, not from refinements in surgical techniques, but from the applications of the basic sciences in clinical work. Unfortunately, it is not easy for the postgraduate student or for the practising surgeon to keep abreast of these advances, especially since much important work is published in the ever increasing numbers of specialized journals rather than in the usual surgical reports.
We must congratulate Professor Irvine on his worthy efforts to provide a review of a wide range of the important topics which form 'The Scientific Basis of Surgery'. The subjects include the alimentary system, the heart and circulation, the endocrines, urology, malignant disease, transplantation and wound healing. The editor has gathered a distinguished team of thirty contributorssurgeons, physicians, pathologists and urologists, from this country and the USAall of whom have made significant additions to knowledge in their own fields. The bibliographies are well selected and up to date.
This book is a valuable addition. It will prove of great interest to all surgeons and of especial value to the primary FRcs candidates.
HAROLD ELLIS

Advances in Enzyme Regulation
Volume 3 -Proceedings of the third symposium on Regulation of Enzyme Activity and Synthesis in Normal and Neoplastic Tissues Indianapolis, October 5 and 6, 1964 edited by George Weber pp xiv +463 £6 Oxford &c.: Pergamon Press 1965 It was a pleasure to receive this year's volume: the symposium has now become an established institution for the reporting of new work in this important central field of metabolic studies. The change of title to include all tissues, not merely liver, is welcome.
The papers were in five main groups: the effects of corticosteroids on enzyme-forming systems; general regulation of enzyme activity and synthesis; enzyme-forming systems in tissue slices and isolated organs; enzyme changes during tissue development; enzyme regulation in hepatomas; with some special papers. Much of the work covered two fieldsthe search for the primary action of corticosteroids beyond their stimulation ofgluconeogenesis, and thecorrelation of altered biochemical properties with variable malignancy in the Morris series of hepatomas.
Papers of special interest to clinically orientated workers are: the long and splendid review by Knox and Greengard on the physiology and regulation of enzymes concerned with nitrogen metabolism, including both digestive enzymes and intracellular metabolic enzymes; the comments by Hastings and Longmore on the importance of carbonic acid in metabolic regulation; and the fundamental communication of Goodwin on oscillation behaviour and feed-back processes.
The volume is essential reading for those working in this and related fields. Editorial control should have eliminated the bewildering variations between the old and the new terminology for enzymes and for co-enzymes in different papers. The production was excellent but the price puts it beyond the reach of individual buyers. D N BARON 
